BOARD
DESIGN AND BUILD YOU OWN TRAPPED IN A VIDEO GAME BOARD GAME

Oh no! You’ve been sucked into a game, and the only way out is to play!

Create your own board game with all the twists and turns you want. Face down
evil robots, jet pack across the board, lookout for quicksand. Anything goes!

Here’s what you’ll need to begin:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pizza Box
Construction Paper
Scissors
Glue Stick
Markers or Pens
Dice or Spinner
Game Pieces (action figures or something you make)

Step 3:

Step 2:

Step 1:

Open your pizza box.
This is your game board
and box all in one.

Think of actions to write on some or all
the squares. Example:
• Teleport to the next green field.
• Stuck in Quicksand. Lose a Turn.
• Shapeshift. Switch places with another
game piece.
• Talk like a robot until your next turn.
• Draw a card.
• Choose another player to draw a card.

Cut construction paper into
squares to make a pathway. Make
sure the squares are big enough
to write on but small enough to
create a long, twisty route. Once
you’ve established the route, glue
the pieces in place.

Step 4:

Cut construction paper into rectangles to use as
game cards. Get creative with the cards to add more
excitement, or good and bad luck to the game. Ideas
to consider:
• You dropped your flashlight, go back two spaces
• You hear a growl. Run for your life! Advance five
spaces.
• You’ve hit a time warp. Move back to the space
behind the last player.
• You must tip-toe. Wear your shoes on your hands
until your next turn.

Step 5:

Make up rules on how to play. Example:
• The player with the longest middle
name goes first.
• Each player must roll the dice with
their left hand.
• If you land on a blue square, you must
shout, “Cannonball!”

The first player to make it to the end escapes the game is declared the winner.

